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Cambridge IGCSE Geography Revision Guide has been designed specifically to meet the requirements of Cambridge IGCSE Geography
syllabus (0460). It has been written to help students prepare for the Cambridge IGCSE Geography examination. The book instills confidence
by improving the students' understanding of key concepts and adds focus to their revision.
Written to meet the requirements of geography GCSE AQA/A, this second edition of the course book includes exam practice questions and
answers, practical help with revising skills and data analysis and guidance on how to approach the skills paper, with practice questions and
answers.
GCSE 9-1 Geography AQA Exam Practice covers the skills and techniques required to be successful in the new rigorous GCSE AQA
Geography (9-1) specification, plus exam question practice - written specially to target the demands of taking linear exams for the first time.
Accessible, clear and thorough, this exam practice book engages all your students. Clearly-written using Oxford's popular On Your Marks
approach, it focuses on planning, writing, and marking answers supported with sample answers at a range of levels, with marked and
annotated versions pointing out good practice and useful tips. Motivating exam practice - including two complete sets of exam papers based
on the AQA sample assessment materials reinforces this rigorous approach. In addition, guided answers and mark schemes will be provided
online.
Now updated for 2020 to more closely reflect the latest AQA exam question format and wording. A student-friendly and engaging resource for
the 2016 AQA GCSE Geography specification. This Student Book motivates students with accessible content and up-to-date case studies,
while retaining a rigorous approach, and has been approved by AQA.
A student-friendly and engaging resource for the 2016 Edexcel GCSE Geography B specification, this brand new course is written to match
the demands of the specification. As well as providing thorough and rigorous coverage of the spec, this book is designed to engage students
in their learning and to motivate them to progress.
Exam board: AQA Level: GCSE Subject: Geography Equip your students for AQA GCSE (9-1) Geography with our fully revised second
edition Student Book. Our expert author team, John Widdowson, Rebecca Blackshaw, Meryl King, Sarah Wheeler, Simon Oakes and Michael
Witherick bring you revised case studies and examples, as well as a wealth of new practice questions to help your students apply their
knowledge to succeed at GCSE. - Enables students to learn and practice geographical, mathematical and statistical skills through engaging
activities specifically designed for the 2016 curriculum - Develops students' skills responding to a range of questions with topic-specific
Question Practice in each section, supplemented by practical insight from skilled teachers with examining experience - Incorporates possible
fieldwork enquiries throughout with expert advice on the fieldwork assessment from authors specialising in this key area - Reduces your
research time using the up to date contemporary case studies featuring UK and international examples - Features new examples and fully upto-date statistics and examples, equipping you to teach a thoroughly contemporary course
One of the hardest things about revision is planning what to revise and when. The 'Active Revision' series helps students to structure their
revision effectively. Key topics are covered in the book and there are interactive tests and a revision planner on the CD-ROM.

Maftu was afraid of the sea. It had taken his mother when he was a baby, and it seemed to him that the sea gods sought
vengeance at having been cheated of Mafatu. So, though he was the son of the Great Chief of Hikueru, a race of Polynesians who
worshipped courage, and he was named Stout Heart, he feared and avoided tha sea, till everyone branded him a coward. When
he could no longer bear their taunts and jibes, he determined to conquer that fear or be conquered-- so he went off in his canoe,
alone except for his little dog and pet albatross. A storm gave him his first challenge. Then days on a desert island found him
resourceful beyond his own expectation. This is the story of how his courage grew and how he finally returned home. This is a
legend. It happened many years ago, but even today the people of Hikueru sing this story and tell it over their evening fires.
This revision guide delivers hassle-free exam preparation for Unit 1 and closely matches the AQA specification. One key skill or
technique is covered on each page. Putting it into practice sections show you how to apply these skills to full-length exam-style
questions and exam alerts highlight common pitfalls and misconceptions.
Written for students taking the AQA GCSE drama specification, this text aims to develop the skills, knowledge and understanding
students need to succeed in the course. The book takes a "hands-on" approach with activities and practice in both the written and
practical elements of the exam.
This exam practice book for GCSE contains detailed advice and tips on how to improve marks and overall grade. It includes: real
exam questions; actual students' answers; sections on how to score full marks and don't make these mistakes; key points to
remember and questions to try. Written by a top examiner.
REVISE AQA GCSE Geography Revision WorkbookFor the 9-1 ExamsRevise AQA GCSE Geography 16GCSE 9-1 Geography
AQA Revision Guide
Written by examiners and practising teachers, this work offers study and homework support throughout GCSE. It is useful as a
reference source, a lesson back-up and as a revision guide.
Teach exactly what your students need for exam success. No other publisher has such an in-depth insight into the specifications.
AQAa s input, including their rigorous three-stage review process, ensures an exact match with AQAa s new GCSE Geography B
specifications. Get the most from the AQA GCSE Geography B Studenta s Book with blended online resources delivered via
kerboodle! You can personalise your studentsa learning and track their progress online, whilst giving them the benefit of 24-hour
access. Additional Information: Animations Videos Simulations Interactive Activities......and much much more!
Revision is serious business... and we're serious about revision. Inside this Revision Guide you'll find everything you need to succeed in the
new GCSE 9-1 Geography examinations. It is packed full of tips and tasks to make sure you really know and understand the key revision
points. Written by Geography experts and combined with cutting edge technology to help you revise on-the-go, you can: * Use the free,
personalised digital revision planner and get stuck into the quick tests to check your understanding * Download our free revision cards which
you can save to your phone to help you revise on the go * Implement 'active' revision techniques - giving you lots of tips and tricks to help the
knowledge sink in Snap it! Read it, snap it on your phone, revise it...helpsyou retain key facts Nail it! Examiner tips to help you get better
grades Stretch it! Support for the really tough stuff that will get you higher grades The perfect companion... GCSE 9-1 Geography Practice
Book * 100s of practice questions * Exam techniques explained * Matches 9-1 specification
This book provides write-in practice specially designed to support students aiming for Grades 7-9 at GCSE. It has been carefully written to
build students' familiarity and confidence with the content and skills required for exam success. A step-by-step 'On your marks' approach
hones students' ability to answer different types of exam questions effectively and provides scaffolded support for tricky threshold topics and
concepts from the AQA specification. The book includes annotated sample answers and a full set of exam papers to practise exam technique
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and is suitable for both independent study and in-class exam preparation. Written with reference to the 2019 examiner reports and latest AQA
guidance, you can be confident that this book reflects a real understanding of what is required for success at GCSE level. Includes answer
guidance to all activities; mark schemes for exam papers will be provided online. Also available: Revision Guide, Fieldwork, Student Book,
Kerboodle Resources and Assessment, Kerboodle Book (student access). Also available as printed book: 9781382009591; 4-6 version also
available: 9781382009584
Set your students on track to achieve the best grade possible with My Revision Notes. Our updated approach to revision will help students
learn, practise and apply their skills and understanding. Coverage of key content is combined with practical study tips and effective revision
strategies to create a guide that can be relied on to build both knowledge and confidence. My Revision Notes: AQA GCSE (9-1) Geography
will help students: - Develop subject knowledge by making links between topics for more in-depth exam answers - Plan and manage revision
with our topic-by-topic planner and exam breakdown introduction - Practise and apply skills and knowledge with Exam-style questions and
frequent check your understanding questions, and answer guidance online - Build quick recall with bullet- pointed summaries at the end of
each chapter - Understand key terms for the exam with user-friendly definitions and a glossary - Avoid common mistakes and enhance exam
answers with Examiner tips - Improve subject-specific skills with an Exam skills checkbox at the end of each chapter
This book provides write-in practice specially designed to support students aiming for Grades 4-6 at GCSE. It has been carefully written to
build students' familiarity and confidence with the content and skills required for exam success. A step-by-step 'On your marks' approach
hones students' ability to answer different types of exam questions effectively and provides scaffolded support for tricky threshold topics and
concepts from the AQA specification. The book includes annotated sample answers and a full set of exam papers to practise exam technique
and is suitable for both independent study and in-class exam preparation. Written with reference to the 2019 examiner reports and latest AQA
guidance, you can be confident that this book reflects a real understanding of what is required for success at GCSE level. Includes answer
guidance to all activities; mark schemes for exam papers will be provided online. Also available: Revision Guide, Fieldwork, Student Book,
Kerboodle Resources and Assessment, Kerboodle Book (student access). Also available as printed book: 9781382009553; 7-9 version also
available: 9781382009621
Exam Board: AQA Level: GCSE Subject: Geography First Teaching: September 2016 First Exam: Summer 2018 Target success in AQA
GCSE (9-1) Geography with this proven formula for effective, structured revision; key content coverage is combined with exam-style tasks
and practical tips to create a revision guide that students can rely on to review, strengthen and test their knowledge. With My Revision Notes
every student can: - Plan and manage a successful revision programme using the topic-by-topic planner - Enjoy an active approach to
revision with clear topic coverage and related 'Now Test Yourself' tasks and practical revision activities - Improve exam technique through
exam tips and formal exam-style questions - Monitor their knowledge and progress using the answers provided for each activity and examstyle question - Develop geographical understanding and enhance exam responses with case study material and event/place examples
The GCSE 9-1 Geography AQA Revision Guide is the most student-friendly revision resource for the 2016 AQA GCSE Geography (9-1)
specification - written specially to target the demands of revising for linear exams for the first time. Accessible, clear and thorough, this
revision guide engages all your students. Each Student Book topic is condensed into interesting, relevant single-page examples. Clearlywritten objectives open each page, setting out for students what they need to revise, using high-quality photos, maps and diagrams to aid
retention of key geographical processes and information. Motivating revision activities and a focus on all aspects of the exam reinforce the
guide's rigour. The guide also features revision checklists and a full glossary of terms.
Absolute clarity is the aim with a new generation of revision guide for the 2020s. This guide has been expertly compiled and edited by
successful former teachers of Computer Science, highly experienced examiners and a good dollop of scientific research into what makes
revision most effective. Past examinations questions are essential to good preparation, improving understanding and confidence. This guide
has combined revision with tips and more practice questions than you could shake a stick at. All the essential ingredients for getting a grade
you can be really proud of. Each specification topic has been referenced and distilled into the key points to make in an examination for top
marks. Questions on all topics assessing knowledge, application and analysis are all specifically and carefully devised throughout this book.
Comprehensive coverage for AQA A2 Geography students. Written by senior examiners and leading authors, this best selling textbook give
students the perfect platform to develop their understanding and skills, and prepares them for the unit exams. - Clear and concise definitions
of key terms - Relevant and detailed case studies for key A2 skills, including issue evaluation - Free online resources, including sample examstyle questions with mark schemes and detailed commentaries are available at www.hodderplus.co.uk/philipallan
Written to meet the requirements of geography GCSE AQA/B, this revision guide includes exam practice questions and answers, practical
help with revising skills and data analysis, and offers guidance on how to approach the skills paper, with practice questions and answers.
UK schools pay just 50% of the RRP! Discount automatically applied when ordering on your school account.Straightforward, visual,
accessible: Oxford Revise AQA GCSE Maths offers no-fuss Revision Guides and Workbooks. Every topic is covered on a single page,
providing a simple pick-up-and-go solution. Perfect for GCSE Maths students everywhere.
This text includes examiners' tips on preparing for and sitting the exam and explains how case studies should be used. It also contains
double-page spreads, which contain key information for revising each area of subject content.
A comprehensive second edition of Cambridge IGCSE® Geography, revised for first examination from 2016. The only revision guide
endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations for the 0460 syllabus. From tourism in Kenya to the summit of an active volcano in Japan,
this revision guide helps students understand the processes that affect physical and human environments on a local, regional and global
scale. The narrative style of the revision guide, with detailed explanations, complements the range of activities in the coursebook. Exam-style
questions, international case studies and example maps, give students practice with course content in preparation for assessment. Sample
answers to all the questions are in the back of the book.
Complements the most student-friendly and engaging course for the 2016 AQA GCSE Geography (9-1) specification. The key points of each
Student Book topic are presented on a single page, using a clear and accessible visual layout to aid knowledge retention.
This revision workbook delivers hassle-free exam question practice, covering one topic per page and closely matching the AQA specification.
The AQA Geography for A Level & AS Human Geography Revision Guide is the most student-friendly resource for the 2016 AQA A Level
and AS Level Geography specifications - written specially to target the demands of revising for these content-heavy linear geography
courses. Accessible, clear and thorough, this revision guide engages all your students. Each Human Geography section is condensed into
interesting, relevant single- or double-page examples. Clearly written objective open each section, setting out for students what they need to
revise, using high-quality photos, maps and diagrams to aid retention of key geographical processes and information. Motivating revision
activities and a focus on the exam requirements reinforce the rigorous approach.
Based on principles of cognitive science, this three-step approach to effective revision combines knowledge, retrieval and interleaving, and
extensive exam-style practice to help students master knowledge and skills for GCSE success. UK schools save 50% off the RRP! Discount
will be automatically applied when you order on your school account.
This Foundation book has simplified text covering the same material as the core student book (with the same pagination). Written to AQA/A
specification, it encourages the development of geographical skills. There are activity and test questions, and guidance for students on
tackling coursework.
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Achieve your best in WJEC A GCSE Geography with expert guidance for exam success. Endorsed by WJEC and written by an experienced
teacher, this revision guide has been designed to thoroughly prepare you for the WJEC A GCSE Geography examination. - Helps you to
revise the key geographical facts, terms and knowledge you need to know for the exam with 'The Essentials' - Tests your understanding with
'Go Active' activities - Improves your exam skills with exam-style practice questions and advice on exam preparation and approaches with
'Exam Spotlight' - Improve your grade with the 'Inside Information' exam advice, model answers and examiner commentary - Helps you to
prepare for questions on case studies through extension and further exploration of the case studies in the Student's Book Contents Theme 1
- Water Theme 2 - Climate Change Theme 3 - Living in an Active Zone Theme 4 - Changing Populations Theme 5 - Globalisation Theme 6 Development Theme 7 - Our Changing Coastline Theme 8 - Weather and Climate Theme 9 - Living Things Theme 10 - Tourism Theme 11 Retail and Urban Change Theme 12 - Economic Change and Wales
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